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spirit as ... - written words of the lotus sutra. these written words are the buddha’ s mind in a different form.
therefore, those who read the lotus sutra must not regard it as consisting of mere written words, for those
words are in themselves the buddha’s mind” (wnd-1, 86). likewise, by reading the gosho, we can directly
perceive the daishonin’ s mind or spirit and come into contact with his ... opening of the eyes ii - sgi-sws heart of his teachings in the lotus sutra so that the treasure tower can be transmitted to the world; nichiren
reveals to shijo kingo, his trusted follower, his understanding of the core of the juryo chapter before
transmitting it to the world through the gohonzon. ikeda reveals his realisations about the gosho to his trusted
follower, saito, before sharing them with the world by publishing ... sgi president ikeda’s study lecture
series - usa - lotus sutra, says, “the buddhas appear in evil worlds of five impurities . . . in this evil in this evil
world of the five impurities those who merely delight in and are attached to the desires, sgi president
ikeda’s 2 9 3 10 dedication 4 12 5 - the nsgi times 2 a new era of worldwide kosen-rufu has begun—a new
era of expanding our life-affirming network for the sake of world peace, the flourishing of society, and the
happiness soka gakkai interna tional - sgi - monk who affirmed that the lotus sutra encapsulates the heart
of buddhist teachings and the truth to which shakyamuni was awakened. nichiren felt that buddhism can
enable people living in the real world to become empowered and change their lives for the better. inheriting
this spirit, sgi members believe that each individual has the power to overcome life's inevitable challenges, to
develop a ... a vision of peace in the lotus sutra - a vision of peace in the lotus sutra 139 ikeda, is the
illness of dehumanization. in buddhism, dehumanization is regarded as fundamental darkness (also ignorance)
and is an extreme sgi-usa district leaders handbook - sgi-usa district leaders handbook 3 general director’s
message to district leaders the history of the soka gakkai is the history of caring for each an essay by sgi
president ikeda stormy april 24 - such curses because of one’s efforts for kosen-rufu is proof that one is a
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